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Abstract.

pertaining to the translation of scripted discourse and subtitles. In the 

a case study of the translation of the English reformulation markers I mean 
and actually
repertoire of translation strategies is needed in order to achieve dynamic 
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1. Introduction: contrastive approaches to discourse 
markers

has been rapidly expanding and the theoretical appeal is amply demonstrated 
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increasing number of case studies are aimed at gaining insight into the functions 

contexts. As a result of the extreme multifunctionality and context-dependence 

individual DMs than providing paraphrases and glosses, or establishing co-

In addition, studies at the interface of DM research and translation studies 

2. Preliminary considerations

2.1. The translation of discourse markers – theory and practice

including non-propositionality, context-dependence, extreme multifunctionality 

of such criterial features, DMs do not change the basic meaning of utterances, 

marking the speaker’s attitudes to the proposition being expressed. In addition, 

in certain contexts, might not lose any of the propositional content of the source 

very naturalness of ordinary, everyday conversation, or the speaker’s attitude to the 
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exchange including and omitting a DM can, in several cases, be captured along 

the translation conspicuously and repeatedly can result in a text that does not 

In addition to omission, translators have a variety of options depending on 

relevant to the translation of DMs, since a TT that “focus[es] attention on the 

alltså altså, and 
German also

social, stylistic, interpersonal, and other effects that are simultaneously conveyed 

than through intonation or the use of DMs. Hervey also formulates a strategy for 
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2.2. From scripted discourse to the language of subtitles

the translation of reformulation markers from English into Hungarian. Several 

in general and subtitles in particular. 

constitution of data for analysis have been heavily debated by discourse analysts 

kinds of interpersonal communication such as “real-life conversations” 

study of real-life conversations.

closely correspond to those established in research based on real-life conversations. 

of DMs is that the function of a particular DM is easier to identify in dramatized 
dialogues than in naturally-occurring conversations. Scripted discourse is 
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as some of the more dynamic personal characteristics of the speaker is more readily 
available than in the case of naturally-occurring language data. Such information is 
very useful, often indispensable, in disambiguating particular uses of DMs.

such as ah, y’know, well and ummm

battery of DM functions, is a different matter. Subtitled versions of dramatized 
dialogues are constrained by a variety of additional rules of the genre. Hatim and 

in the TT subtitles I expected no further levelling, because TT subtitles are based 
on ST subtitles rather than on the ST soundtrack, and because once an ST DM is 

should be duly noted by the translator.

3. Previous accounts of reformulation

Before I turn to describing the different stages of the empirical part of my 

a linguistic phenomenon in general and reformulation markers as a subclass of 
discourse markers in particular have been described from a variety of perspectives. 
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and correction; the former is “an assertion of ‘the facts’ in the face of real or 

include in fact, actually and as a matter of fact I mean and  are 
correction markers, according to Halliday and Hasan. 

phrases, or even clauses that can express one of the four types of reformulation 

he is usually called

I mean, in particular, namely, parenthetically, that is to 
say
sub-class of discourse markers.

that is
in other 

words
worse still

that is to say
are you saying

Table 1 provides a summary list of the RMs that are mentioned in the literature 
discussed above.
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Table 1. Reformulation markers listed by author and year of publication
Halliday and Hasan (1976)
instead, rather, on the contrary, at least, I mean, that is, in other words, to put it another way, for 
instance, for example, thus, actually
Quirk et al. (1985)

Fraser (1999)
that is to say, for example, more precisely, I mean, in particular, namely, parenthetically
del Saz and Fraser (2003)

I mean, namely, in a word, all in all, for instance, or better, to put it simply, on second thought
del Saz (2003)

Especially 

I mean 

In more technical terms 

clear 

Or rather 

Technically speaking 

I mean is the only item on the lists that displays most of the properties that are 
usually attributed to core members of the functional class of DMs, for example, 
you know, well or of course. With the exception of  and 
in other words

Peripheral DMs such as in other words, or rather and say have no more than one 

I mean and actually, the next 

mapping the functional spectrum of I mean and actually

discourse-pragmatic functions.
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3.2. The functional spectrum of I mean

I mean

function is in clarifying the meaning of the speaker’s immediately preceding 
expression, other functions include marking a restatement of the previous 

I mean expresses 

I mean as a marker of the “speaker’s upcoming 

ibid
I mean introduces explanations, additional 

I mean from the perspective 
reception markers oh, 

okay
presentation markers
Information-centred presentation markers, such as like modify the information 

I mean

I mean in 

evaluation of the events presented in the narrative.

that DM uses of I mean include marking topic shift, elaboration, explanation, 

emphasis, explanation of speaker’s intention and self-correction.

3.3. The functional spectrum of actually

actually
performs topical actions such as closing digressions, returning to a prior topic, 

actually 
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actually 
in fact and well they state that conversationalists use actually to 

introduce repairs to the common ground.
actually as a stance adverbial expressing 

“epistemic-actuality”. It is important to note that, according to their research, 
actually

actually in fact. Both express 

actually announces the denial of an 
assertion, in fact announces a strengthening of the assertion.

actually. In its 
non-DM use, actually is an integral element in the sentence structure and is used 
scalarly and truth-insistently. Actually as a DM, on the other hand, is a marker of 
mild contradiction, surprise, topic change, or is used as a pragmatic softener.

4. The study

4.1. Data and methodology

House House M.D. © 

mean and actually, 

DM uses of I mean and actually
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In the course of the second part of the research process I performed both a 

research into I mean and actually

spectrum of Hungarian reformulation markers mármint and vagyis

mármint and vagyis
mármint and vagyis in terms of the pragmatic functions I 

mármint and 
vagyis

mármint and vagyis and the English source items.

4.2. Findings

288 tokens of actually ctually is 
translated as igazából actually lacks a 

expressions pontosabban egészen pontosan

reformulation. Vagyis
illetve , 

actually.
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As for the translations of I mean, based on 130 tokens mármint, a 
pragmaticalized combination of már mint

I mean
of the contexts. Úgy értem
undergone pragmaticalization to the extent the English I mean has, occurs as a 

of DMs and DM-like expressions such as 
egyébként például 

Vagyis
corresponds to actually 
of I mean hiszen 

persze

I mean.

of English I mean and actually. I found that Hungarian vagyis occurs 270 times, 
mármint vagyis is a 

mean vagyis you mean and 
is used for correcting the interlocutor’s utterance. In such cases it is not used 

vagyis is a translation of a 
so  

actually and vagyis 

to include vagyis in the Hungarian version even though there is no RM, DM or 
any linguistic expression of reformulation, self- or other correction, etc. in the 
original text. The functional spectra of vagyis and I mean

meaning, basically, at least and that is in the original.
Despite the small number of occurrences, it is clear from the corpus that 

mármint I mean
you mean

like
meaning and 
to the interlocutor. Similarly to the case of vagyis, there are a number of contexts 

mármint is used in the translation but there is no explicit expression of 
reformulation in the original.
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4.3. Discussion, translation strategies and implications

I mean and actually

subtitles and their Hungarian translations than in other language combinations. 
As for translation strategies, the data suggest that translators strive for formal 

either choose an alternative, conceptual-compositional linguistic device to convey 
reformulation, self-correction, elaboration, etc., or omit the DM in the TT altogether. 
Moreover, even in the former case translators do not avail themselves of the 

translation of illocutionary phenomena from English into Hungarian. A possible 
reason is that they concentrate on the textual rather than the interpersonal functions 

is omitted and focus is expressed through fronting the personal pronoun in the TT:

I mean, you’ve heard this guy play and you 

House M. D.

I mean is used emphatically or as a booster of the force of its host utterance, 
in such contexts hiszen

I mean he’s in pain. You gotta do something.
Hiszen

House M. D.

I mean, 
he almost killed himself.
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Hiszen 
House M. D.

In addition, the strategy of omitting the DMs in the TT is especially salient in 
narrative discourse. The data revealed that I mean you know

You know
to being a parent, much less a single parent. You know I used to put cold 
pancakes in his lunchbox [chuckles]. I mean

Tudja, akkor kezdte az iskolát, mikor Ann meghalt. Össze voltam zavarodva. 
Tudja, mindig 

hideg palacsintát kapott tízóraira. [no DM] Ez volt az egyetlen, amit meg 
tudtam csinálni és meg is ette. House M. D.

5. Conclusions, limitations, directions for further 
research

in general and reformulation markers in particular. I argued that, even though 
DMs do not normally convey conceptual meaning, their omission in the TT may 
result in increased processing effort, unintended conversational implicatures, 

the naturalness of ordinary conversations. This last effect is highly undesirable 

scripted discourse.

is a lot to be gained by the cross-fertilization of DM research and translation 

to the translation of illocutionary phenomena, for example, the strategy of using 

for translating DMs that appear in a variety of other, scripted and non-scripted, 
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